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Introduction 
• For most of the last 40 years, U.S. political parties have been measured by an attachment to 

the political center: Democrats are Center-Left and Republicans Center-Right 

– Globalization, the end of Cold War, and the emergence of an investor society has significantly eroded 
this as parties have become both more ideological and populist in response to tremendous societal 
changes 

 

• The United States also perceived itself as middle class society, but the last 50 years has caused 
its erosion 

– More people are self-identifying more as working class and an equally large number of people 
identifying as upper middle class 

 

• The mediating institutions were the core basis of its Democracy and national spirit.  

– Attachments and trust in religious institutions, education, fraternal organizations, the media, business, 
labor unions has diminished and with this is the loss of public trust 

 

• A breakdown of social cohesiveness as well as diminished economic and social status has 
made a significant portion of the U.S. electorate angry and inclined to seek populist solutions 

– They think it might help, but also because they view it as an assault on the elitist whom they  loathe 

 



Politics in 2020- How we Got Here 
• Political fault lines used to be more correlated with economic conditions, but much less so 

now 

– Political variables can be correlated to educational attainment levels, views on social issues, winners 
and losers of globalization, attitudes towards immigration 

 

• Conflating populism is both the loss of faith in mediating institutions that create order and 
purpose in a Democratic Society and Social Media, which fosters falsehoods, and exacerbates 
anger 

 

• Unanchored by restraint and old fashion virtues such as prudence, civility, restraint, 
compromise, humility, and kindness, politics has emerged as blood sport.  

– No longer a focuses on winning a debate but instead destroying political adversaries 

 

• The U.S. political left was the first to adopt its own notion of identity politics to bring political 
power to segments of the U.S. electorate sometime broken down by race, ethnicity and other 
factors 

– President Trump and Republicans responded by creating their own brand of identity politics, 
energized by people who felt left behind and no longer respected 

 



Populism in the U.S. 
• Political parties embrace  different elements of populism that reveal fears of the future  

– Core Trump supporters are working/middle class voters or see a world receding and wants a tough 
guy to bring it back 

 

• Core Bernie Sanders supporters are young and educated, but feel vulnerability in the gig 
economy 

– They want lot of free things: internet, child care, education, health care to give them sense of safety 

– They also want to redress economic inequality and are angry at economic elites who they believe have 
benefited from globalization and investment, while others suffered 

 

• Both sides are angry but attack in different ways 
– Populist Republican voters perceive attitudes from elites as insulting and morally condescending. They 

resent and fight back with unrestrained brutal attacks of their own 

– Populist Democratic voters have a sense of perceived moral superiority and fight back their critics with 
ridicule, mockery, and scorn 

 

 



Populism in the U.S. (continued) 
• Two polarized sides set the agenda for both political parties even though at their core they are 

probably less than 15 percent each of the electorate 

 

• Average person has more nuanced views and is worn out by the endless political wars, the 
twittering class, and having politics thrown at their face 24 hours a day 

 

• Universities reflect this in the fact that 10 percent of students intimidate the other 90 percent  

 

• The forces of the Political Left and Right promote the attitudes of “carnage and breakdown” in 
the United States in order to give force and legitimacy to powerful, un-nuanced, and undiluted 
solutions   

 

• Truth has taken a backseat to political expediency 

 

• Americans are increasingly lonely and isolated and no longer partake in civic and social 
organizations that brought their parents community and satisfaction 



Observations on 2020 
• Republican Platform for Victory 

– President Trump’s campaign will be predicated on results delivered in creating a good economy, 
record high stock prices, conservatives judges, lower taxes, and record low unemployment   

– Trump campaign will argue that while his personal style might not always be appealing, he has 
delivered on results and the Democrats offer weakness, higher taxes, gun confiscation, and socialist 
policies like the elimination of private health care insurance, free college education, and forgiveness of 
educational debt 

– They will argue that this is a progressive social agenda out of sync with the average American and will 
cost too much 

• Democratic Platform for Victory 

– Democrats will argue that Republican health care plans will result in the blockage of key Obamacare 
principles of providing protection against denying coverage for preexisting conditions  

– Climate Change, reasonable restrictions on gun ownership, massive Trump deficits brought about by 
tax reform/cuts 

– Democrats will assert that despite the good economy, two thirds of the American people believe that 
the country is on the wrong track and that the majority of the people, including some who may vote 
for President Trump, dislike and distrust him 

• Country is exhausted by civic conflict and seeks to find inner peace against a President whose 
boorish behavior they view as a terrible role model for their children 



Democratic Race for President 
• What has happened so far 

– Narrowing of Democratic Field to former Vice President Joe Biden and Vermont Senator Bernie 
Sanders 

• Lessons learned from Democratic Nomination thus far 

– Young people don’t vote (Sanders) 

– Money alone cannot buy you success (Bloomberg) 

– The average American wants incremental change, social peace, and less tension (Biden) 

– President Trump’s polarizing style and Democratic anger towards him caused coalescence around a 
candidate who they think could best beat him 

– The Biden base of African Americans, suburban, and older voters is large and they value stability 

– Were Trump not to be on the ballot, Democratic Voters would have been more likely to take a risk on 
someone with more innovative ideas and a newer face (Warren, Buttigieg, Klobuchar) 

 



Issues for Campaign 
• Cultural 

– Abortion, gay rights, gun control 

• Economic 

– Economic Inequality 

– Which candidate is good or bad for the economy 

– Have the Trump trade wars been effective and what is to follow? 

– Globalization in decline 

– Where will the stock market be November? 

• Foreign Affairs 

– Is NATO still relevant and what should be the U.S. role  

– Threats imposed by North Korea, Iran and China 

• Health Care 

– Repeal of Obama Affordable Care Act 

– Elimination of private health insurance 

– Creation of Public Option 

– How to pay for it and deliver it more efficiently 

 

 

 



Issues for Campaign 

• Federal Budget Deficits 

– $23 trillion and rising by $ 1 trillion per year 

• Climate Change and Carbon Fuels 

– Two different perspectives, depending on what political ideology you ask 

• Foreign Affairs 

– Is NATO still relevant and what should be the U.S. role  

– Threats imposed by North Korea, Iran and China 

• Corona Virus and Other Pandemics 

• Taxes and Spending Priorities 

– Rapidly escalating interest payments and entitlement expenditures such as Social Security and 
Medicare for the elderly are crowding out other spending priorities like transportation, infrastructure, 
education, national parks, etc. and creating inter-generational conflict 

 

 



How the Election Will be Won 
• There will be about 150 million people voting in 2020.  

 

• Hispanic and Asian voters will account for 17 percent of the electorate, up from 13 percent 
from 2000 

 

• White votes will account for 66.7 percent of the electorate, down from 76.4 in 2000 

 

• A determination of whether or not President Trump wins or loses will be made by about 5 
million voters in about 75 counties in  10 swing states: 

– Florida, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, Colorado, Arizona 
and Minnesota 

 

• Core swing voters are well educated people from the suburbs who generally lean Republican 

– Many of these voters have shown signs of being disenchanted with President Trump 



Election Strategies 
• President Trump will attempt to solidify his political base,  portray the Democrats as extreme, 

and win over Suburban voters by offering a different message that is more subtle than the one 
used at his rallies 

 

• The last three Presidents won re-election, although President Obama was the only President 
in history whose numbers went down 

– Republicans will counter that this historical trend along a good economy should ensure President 
Trump’s victory 

 

• Democrats argue that just as the President  uniquely broke apart and defied all of the rules 
when he broke the political jar in 2016, lightning doesn’t usually strike twice 

 

• A good economy used to portend political success or defeat for an incumbent President, but 
not as much anymore 

 

 



Final Observations 
• Last 2 decades, problems we anticipated at the beginning of the respective decade have fundamentally 

changed 

– 2020 is a new decade and the world as we know it will be altered either for the good or bad 

• Federal Debt is now over 90 percent of GDP  

– Under the most likely scenario will be 168 percent by 2035 

• Economic Growth is settling into the 2 percent range and this could get lower as European economies 
retract 

• Foundations of the western liberal order are under attack and are being questioned 

• Big challenges remain 

– Climate Change 

– Social Cohesion 

– Increased levels of inequality 

– International terrorism with Iran, North Korea, emerging threats from China, and state on state conflict  

– Cyber Terrorism 

– Proliferation of disinformation which undermines the foundations of democracy that include respect truth and respect 
for law  

– Will require a political, intellectual and spiritual renaissance to bring people together and redress this 

– Trade Wars  

 
 

 

 


